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Stoneridge to reveal new tachograph at CV Show 2014
Operators looking for user-friendly tachograph solutions should make their way to see Stoneridge
Electronics on stand 4D26 where the company will not only showcase its expertise in tachograph
solutions but will reveal a brand-new digital tachograph, the SE5000 Exakt Duo2.
The new SE5000 Exakt Duo2 will help transport managers make more informed decisions when
planning driving patterns. In addition to the already existing benefits such as the “One Minute Rule” and
real-time updates and countdowns on drive and rest times, it will have a wealth of new features. Fleets
will be pleased to see that they can now set how POA (Period of Availability) should be counted as
SE5000 Exakt Duo2 comes with an improved POA setting. Distribution trucks will benefit from Working
Time Directive (WTD) calculations that have been added into the Duo functionality. Other new features
include: new Ferry/train display in Duo; automatic activation of company locks when new card
inserted, display of the product revision in Info menu and more.
Victoria Tramma, Marketing and Central Sales Manager at Stoneridge, comments: “The CV Show 2014
gives us the perfect opportunity to launch our new SE5000 Exakt Duo2.”, adding: “We look forward to
meeting both existing and potential new customers to show them how our tachograph solutions can save
them both time and money.”
Visitors to the Stoneridge stand can expect to experience how Stoneridge is at the forefront of
tachograph technology. Both the Duo Mobile app, showing remaining drive, break and rest times on
Android smartphones, and the Tacho Center app, for the wireless download of digital tachograph data,
will be on display. Fleets are encouraged to find out more about Stoneridge’s cost-effective tachograph
analysis software, OPTAC3, and their range of download devices such as the remote download tool
digiDL and the Bluetooth Tacho Link dongle. Workshops can also look forward to seeing the Optimo,
the latest generation tachograph programming and calibration tool, and how it integrates with the
Rolling Road or Roller Brake Tester through an interactive demo
To learn more, visit Stoneridge on stand 4D26 at the CV Show 2014.

Note to Editors:
Stoneridge Electronics is a part of the Stoneridge Group, a leading designer and manufacturer of highly
engineered electrical and electronic components, modules and systems. Stoneridge has a strong reputation
for developing innovative, reliable products including instrument clusters, tachographs, telematics systems
and security systems for the automotive industry. The Stoneridge group has an annual turnover of over $947
million and just over 9,300 employees; of whom 1,140 work at Stoneridge Electronics.
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